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eal-time phase tracking in single-photon interferometers

adim Makarov, Alexei Brylevski, and Dag R. Hjelme

A new technique for phase tracking in quantum cryptography systems is proposed that adjusts phase in
an optimal way, using only as many photon counts as necessary. We derive an upper bound on the
number of photons that need to be registered during phase adjustment to achieve a given phase accuracy.
It turns out that most quantum cryptosystems can successfully track phase on a single-photon level,
entirely with software, without any additional hardware components or extensive phase-stabilization
measures. The technique is tested experimentally on a quantum cryptosystem. © 2004 Optical Society
of America

OCIS codes: 030.5260, 040.5570, 060.5060, 120.5050, 270.1670.
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. Introduction

uantum key distribution �QKD� systems are the
ew generation of cryptographic systems. They
ransmit a random key securely over an optical fiber
quantum channel�. This random key is then used
or encryption and decryption of confidential informa-
ion, which then can be sent in encrypted form over
ny nonprotected communication channel. Over the
ast decade, quantum cryptosystems have been ac-
ively developed.

Most of the systems are based on fiber-optic inter-
erometers. An inevitable problem for these inter-
erometers is phase drift. The phase between the
nterferometers’ arms has to be matched for trans-

ission for interference results to be controllable. If
o special measures are taken during assembly of the

nterferometer, the relative phase between the two
rms can drift rather quickly �e.g. 0.6 rad�min as
eported in Ref. 1 or 2 rad�min in our experiment
escribed below�.
Just how much inaccuracy is acceptable in phase
atching? The probability of error is the ratio of

rror counts to the total number of counts. In an
nterferometric system, that would correspond to the
ower part of the sin2 interference curve. Thus the
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ontribution of phase mismatch �� to the quantum
it-error rate �QBER� is

QBERopt �� � sin2����2�,

hich rises quadratically for small �� �Fig. 1�.
The key extraction algorithm can handle QBER up

o a certain threshold value. This threshold value,
ccording to some recent security analyses, is approx-
mately 11%.2–4 The larger the QBER, the bigger
he part of the key that has to be discarded during key
xtraction, leaving us with a lower key exchange rate,
hich approaches zero as the QBER approaches 11%.
QBER value of 11% could be caused by a 38° phase
ismatch if it were the only error source.
In real systems, other sources of error as well as
BERopt �� contribute to the total QBER. Some of

hese other sources of error �e.g., detector dark
ounts� are much harder to control than phase accu-
acy. We therefore want to keep QBERopt �� within
1% �less if possible�, to minimize its effect on the
ey exchange rate. This translates into a required
hase accuracy of 10° or better.

. Existing Solutions

here are three known ways to deal with phase drift:

�1� Use of a plug and play interferometer configu-
ation �round-trip light propagation, autocompensat-
ng�.

�2� Strict thermal and mechanical isolation �slows
own phase drift�.
�3� Periodic switching to bright light for active

hase tracking.

�1� A plug and play system presents an elegant
olution both for polarization fluctuations and for
1 August 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 22 � APPLIED OPTICS 4385
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hase drift. In this approach, light pulses travel
rom Bob to Alice �Bob and Alice are common names
or two communicating parties in cryptography�, get
eflected by a Faraday mirror, and then travel back to
ob: This automatically compensates for all polar-

zation fluctuations in the transmission channel.5,6

he two interfering pulses also follow exactly the
ame path in Alice’s and Bob’s interferometers, albeit
n different directions: This automatically compen-
ates for phase drift, eliminating the need for active
djustments.7 A system of this type is easier to de-
elop into a product than the other quantum crypto-
ystems and is the first one that is being deployed
ommercially.8,9

Unfortunately, the plug and play configuration has
imitations, which stem from bidirectional light prop-
gation:

• This configuration can only be used for QKD
ith faint laser pulses and with modulators in Alice’s
nd Bob’s setups. There are no plug and play con-
gurations for entangled-pair-based schemes.
• The system is difficult to protect from external

nterrogation attacks �Trojan horse attacks�, and it
ppears to be more vulnerable than others to imple-
entation attacks.10

• It has a penalty factor of �3 in the key gener-
tion rate compared with an equivalent non-plug-
nd-play configuration because, owing to Rayleigh
ackscattering from bright pulses, one cannot let
ight pulses propagate in opposite directions in the
ransmission channel at the same time. Pulses have
o be transmitted in batches with pauses between
hem, and a fiber delay line employed in Alice’s set-
p.11

�2� Passive measures such as thermal and mechan-
cal isolation can, if done properly, keep phase suffi-
iently stable without adjustment for several hours.
his is enough time for many laboratory experi-
ents, in which initial adjustment or calibration is

erformed manually and is followed by a test run of
imited duration. The phase, however, eventually
rifts away. In a production system, automatic
hase tracking would always be needed.
For example, the Quantum Optics group at the
niversity of Geneva took careful measures to stabi-

ize its interferometers such that experimental tests

ig. 1. QBER versus interferometer phase mismatch in the ab-
ence of other sources of error.
386 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 22 � 1 August 2004
an be performed without continuous phase tracking.
hose scientists keep interferometer arms reason-
bly short, i.e., a few tens of centimeters.12,13 Their
ulk-optics interferometer is built on a base made
rom material with a low thermal expansion coeffi-
ient and is thermoisolated as well.14 Their fiber
ptics interferometers are packed into sand-filled
opper tubes and are actively thermostabilized at a
onstant temperature by incorporation of a heater
nd a temperature sensor into the assembly.15

In another example, the EQUIS project aims at
anufacturing Alice’s and Bob’s interferometers as

ntegrated planar silica waveguide structures.16

hese devices are inherently more stable owing to
heir small size and monolithic construction. Each
f them is thermostabilized by a thermoelectric
eater–cooler, and the phase is reported to be “very
table”.17

Thermostabilization can also be used to track
hase if the heater–cooler is included in a feedback
oop. It has the obvious disadvantage of a very long
of the order of hours� warm-up time12; moreover, it
lso takes a long time to stabilize the phase after the
ystem suffers any mechanical or thermal impact.
�3� For rapid phase tracking, Marand and

ownsend used two additional components to per-
orm phase adjustment: a piezoelectric transducer
ith which to adjust the length of one of the arms of
lice’s interferometer and an electrically switched
ttenuator.1 The adjustment was performed by
witching to low attenuation and scanning the phase
y piezoelectric transducer until the photon count
ate at one of Bob’s output ports was minimized.
he thermal phase drift rate reported by Marand and
ownsend was �0.6 rad�s.
Although it is possible to achieve slow phase drift

ates by constructive measures, such measures make
roduction more expensive and also can add bulk and
eight to the equipment. It would be advantageous

f standard fiber-optic assembly technology could be
sed, with standard splicing equipment, no severe
estrictions on the length of fiber pigtails, and pos-
ibly with only light foam insulation around the
ssembled interferometer. Because such an inter-
erometer exhibits a rather fast phase drift and
akes it necessary to adjust phase every few seconds,

s in Townsend’s setup1; the phase adjustment itself
hould therefore be quick. There is, however, a
roblem of achieving desired phase accuracy in a
hort time: Existing quantum cryptosystems gener-
te limited count rates at the detectors during normal
peration �typically a few thousand counts per sec-
nd�, and statistical noise is significant.
For faint pulse systems that contain a laser and a

trong attenuator, one can use an electrically
witched attenuator to increase count rates tempo-
arily during phase adjustment, as described in Ref.
. This extra optical component, however, adds cost
nd lowers reliability �the system does need to em-
loy some kind of adjustable attenuator to set the
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ean photon number at the time of installation, but
he attenuator need not be fast or even electrically
ontrolled�. It should also be possible to control the
nergy of the laser pulse electrically �by changing its
rightness, duration, or both�, but we are not aware
f any tests that have been made of this technique in
uantum cryptosystems.
Most important, for systems based on single-

hoton and photon-pair sources �e.g., parametric
ownconversion sources�, increasing light output of
he source can be impractical or impossible.

We therefore decided to find a technique that does
ot require any extra components and performs
hase adjustment entirely with software, at the
ingle-photon level, utilizing only as many detector
ounts as are necessary to achieve the required phase
ccuracy.
The research that comes closest to this idea is an

xperiment that was performed at the Los Alamos
ational Laboratory. It was suggested that the

eedback signal for phase tracking be derived from
ey data �“from the key error rate and key bias”18�.
owever, no further details have been published, to

ur knowledge. That interferometer contains air
aps driven by piezoelectric transducers to control
he phase on both Alice’s and Bob’s sides. The pub-
ished experimental results hint at constructive iso-
ation as well: phase appears to be stable without
djustment over time span of 10 min, and the inter-
erometer boxes are quite bulky.

. Phase-Tracking Algorithm

he QKD setup that we consider consists of a Mach–
ehnder interferometer with a phase modulator in
ach arm. The phase modulator in one arm resides
n Alice’s side, and the phase modulator in the other
rm resides on Bob’s side. Single-photon detector�s�
eside on Bob’s side. For more details we refer the
eader to Section 4 below and to Refs. 1 and 19.

For the whole duration of adjustment, Alice sets
er phase modulator to zero �0 V� and transmits pho-
ons as usual. Only Bob’s phase modulator is used.

The software phase-tracking algorithm that we de-
ised consists of two stages: stage 1 for rough phase
djustment and stage 2 for fine phase compensation.

. Stage 1: Rough Phase Compensation

n stage 1, Bob scans the whole phase range �0°–360°�
n a small number of steps, using his modulator, and
ecords the number of detector counts collected at
ach step by 0 and 1 photon detectors �or in 0 and 1
etector time slots if only one photon detector is used
n the system�. He then notes the phase settings of
is modulator at which the smallest number of counts
ccurred in the 0 detector time slot and in the 1
etector time slot. The value of the phase setting for
he 1 time slot can be either less or greater than the
alue of the phase setting for the 0 time slot, depend-
ng on the position of the interference curves in the
canning range. In the former case, we add 180° to
he value of phase setting for the 1 time slot; in the
atter case, we subtract 180° from the value of phase
etting for the 1 time slot. After this, we calculate
n average of the values for the 0 and the 1 time slots,
hich improves accuracy. This average is assumed

o be the roughly determined phase compensation,
0.
This scan allows Bob to determine quickly the po-

itions of minima of interference curves with an ac-
uracy of 20°–30°. Further improvement of
recision requires a different method, because the
in2-shaped interference curves both are flat and
ave the highest relative statistical fluctuations near
heir minima. To get the best accuracy in a given
ounting time, we propose to count photons at the
oints on the interference curves where the photons
ave the maximum slope-to-statistical-deviation ra-
io. To the first approximation, these points are
0 � 90° and �0 � 90°. We do this counting in stage
.
The purpose of stage 1 is to provide quickly a rough

stimate of these points. However, stage 1 need not
e repeated on subsequent runs of phase adjustment
f it is known that the phase has not deviated much.
his lack of deviation can be inferred from a success-

ul key exchange immediately before the phase ad-
ustment or can be guaranteed by the time since the
ast run combined with the fastest estimated drift
ate.

. Stage 2: Fine Phase Compensation

n stage 2, Bob switches his modulator from �0 � 90°
o �0 � 90° and back in a symmetric square-wave
attern and records the number of photon counts at
ach phase setting. He obtains four count values:

0�, the number of photons detected at the �0 � 90°
phase setting in the 0 time slot;
0�, the number of photons detected at the �0 � 90°
phase setting in the 0 time slot;
1�, the number of photons detected at the �0 � 90°
phase setting in the 1 time slot;
1�, the number of photons detected at the �0 � 90°
phase setting in the 1 time slot.

In Fig. 2, Function 0 is our assumption of the po-
ition of interference curve N��� after the first stage
f phase adjustment has been performed, with the
inimum at �0. Function 1 is a more-accurate po-

ition of interference curve N���, with the minimum
t �1, which is unknown to us at this point:

unction 0 N � �Nmax � Nmin�sin2�� � �0

2 �
� Nmin

Function 1 N � �Nmax � Nmin�sin2�� � ��0 � ��

2 �
� Nmin, � � �1 � �0.

sing the equations above, one can derive correction
as a function of N0�, N0�, N1�, N1�, Nmin, and Nmax

for a full derivation, see Ref. 20�. N and N
min max

1 August 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 22 � APPLIED OPTICS 4387
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an actually be different for 0 and 1 time slots, so we
plit them into Nmin 0, Nmin 1, Nmax 0, and Nmax 1.
he correction becomes

� �
1
4 �arccos�2

Nmin 0 � N0�

Nmax 0 � Nmin 0
� 1�

� arccos�2
Nmin 0 � N0�

Nmax 0 � Nmin 0
� 1�

� arccos�2
Nmin 1 � N1�

Nmax 1 � Nmin 1
� 1�

� arccos�2
Nmin 1 � N1�

Nmax 1 � Nmin 1
� 1�� . (1)

n the experiment we assumed that Nmin 0 	 Nmin 1 	
, Nmax 0 	 N0� � N0�, and Nmax 1 	 N1� � N1�.
min 0 and Nmin 1 are in practice nonzero because of

mperfect fringe visibility and detector dark counts.
hey can be estimated more precisely, should that be
ecessary.
The resultant correction � is added to �0 to yield the
ore-accurate value of phase compensation, �1.
he voltage corresponding to �1 is applied as an offset
oltage to Bob’s phase modulator during the key
ransmission session that follows phase adjustment.

There will be some random error in �1, owing to
tatistical fluctuations in the number of counts N0�,
0�, N1�, and N1�. We can calculate how many

ounts need to be collected to achieve a given phase
ccuracy with a certain probability.
The interference curve is given by

N � �Nmax � Nmin�sin2�� � �1

2 � � Nmin,

uch that

dN
d�

�
1
2

�Nmax � Nmin�sin�� � �1�.

ig. 2. Illustration of phase adjustment at stage 2. Only the
nterference curve for the 0 time slot is shown.
388 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 22 � 1 August 2004
hus at our 
90° counting points the slope of the
nterference curve is approximately

�N
��

�
1
2

�Nmax � Nmin�. (2)

obeys a Poisson distribution, which approaches a
aussian distribution for the relatively large mean
umber of counts involved. Assuming that Nmin 	 0
nd N 	 Nmax�2, statistical error level �N follows as

�N � k� � k�Nmax�2, (3)

here � is the standard deviation and k is the num-
er of standard deviations that corresponds to a given
robability that the actual number of counts will fall
ithin �N � �N, N � �N�. Combining Eqs. �2� and

3�, we obtain

Nmax � 2�k2���2�.

ssuming that Nmax 	 N0� � N0�, we have

N0� � N0� � 2�k2���2�. (4)

his is the number of counts needed to achieve a
hase error of �� or less, where the probability of not
xceeding this phase error is set by the number of
tandard deviations k. Actually, we are collecting
ounts in both detection windows, not just in one, and
btain phase correction by averaging over all four
ount values according to Eq. �1�. Averaging works
uch that the same right-hand side of Eq. �4� would
hen estimate the total number of counts:

N0� � N0� � N1� � N1� � 2�k2���2�. (5)

or example, to achieve our goal of 10° or better
ccuracy in, say, 95% of the phase-adjustment at-
empts �k 	 2�, it would suffice to register approxi-
ately

N0� � N0� � N1� � N1� � 2
22

��10°�180°��2

� 262 counts (6)

n stage 2 of the phase adjustment. We have also
etermined empirically that stage 1 requires fewer
ounts than stage 2 �this is illustrated below�.

Equation �5� provides an upper-bound estimate for
he number of counts required. Whether a more
ount-efficient phase-adjustment algorithm exists re-
ains an open question.
Using the estimate given in Eq. �6�, one could check
hether a quantum cryptosystem can function with

oftware-only phase tracking or whether it needs one
f the additional measures reviewed in Section 2.
o do the check we need to know the fastest phase
rift rate in the interferometer and the lowest
hoton-counting rate possible in the specified range
f operating conditions in which the system will be
sed. The operating conditions that affect the phase
rift rate will be the environment �temperature, hu-
idity, vibration, etc.� in which the end equipment is
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nstalled. The operating condition that determines
he photon-counting rate will be primarily the line
ttenuation �currently limited by the dark-count rate
f the detectors�. Knowing these two rates, one can
heck how far the phase can drift during the time
equired to collect �200 counts. If the phase drifts
way by significantly less than 10° during that time,
t can be tracked easily by use only of the periodic
hase adjustment described in this paper; only a frac-
ion of the channel time would be spent on phase
racking, leaving most of the channel capacity to
KD. If, however, the phase drifts away by more

han 10°, additional hardware measures are needed
o slow down phase drift, speed up phase adjustment,
r both. This is just a rule of thumb. If the actual
rift rate falls close to this figure, the necessity for
ardware measures would depend on the exact de-
ign of the system, on trade-offs, and on reliability
argins; discussing this gray zone is beyond the

cope of this paper.

. Experiment

e tested the phase-adjustment algorithm on our
KD setup.

. Experimental Setup

he QKD setup uses a time- and polarization-
ultiplexed Mach–Zehnder interferometer �general

cheme proposed by Townsend et al. in Ref. 19� and
he BB84 protocol.21 The optical setup is shown
chematically Fig. 3.
Light pulses that are 100 ps wide are emitted by a

310-nm semiconductor laser at a 10 MHz rate. The
rms of the interferometer are made from
olarization-maintaining �PM� fiber �Fujikura
ANDA fiber�; everything is aligned such that light
ropagates in the slow-axis mode of PM fiber. One
rm of the interferometer in Alice’s setup is �2 m
ong, whereas the other arm is �6 m long; the arms
n Bob’s setup are also �6 and �2 m long. The
hase modulators are the lithium niobate planar-
aveguide type �Alenia Marconi-made at Alice’s side
nd Uniphase-made at Bob’s side�; they pass only one
olarization. The phase modulators have a half-
ave voltage of several volts, and each is controlled
y a high-speed digital-to-analog converter card.
he pulses from the two arms of the interferometer
ave orthogonal polarization in the line and are also
eparated in time. A polarization controller restores
he polarization state of the pulses after the line such
hat the pulses split properly into two arms. Imper-
ect adjustment of this polarization controller and
mall polarization fluctuations in the line should af-
ect neither phase tracking nor QKD, because if a
art of the pulse is split into the wrong arm the
rongly split part arrives at the detector outside its
etection windows, and because phase tracking is not
ensitive to fluctuations in absolute light level.
Alice’s and Bob’s setups are mounted onto an alu-
inum plate �Fig. 4� and covered with thermoisola-

ion. As it turned out, this kind of construction
xhibits a phase drift rate of as much as 2 rad�min
hen it is left at rest in normal indoor conditions �in
n optical lab�.
The avalanche photodiode �APD� is gated at 20
Hz. This relatively high gating frequency is made

ossible by the use of an afterpulse blocking tech-
ique.22 Data from the APD are buffered in a 4-Mbit
rst-in–first-out memory before they are read into
ob’s PC. We use a Soviet-made Ge APD �standard
art number FD312L, developed by NPO Orion�,
laced inside a liquid-nitrogen tank. The best APD
ample that we have has a 5 � 10�5 dark-count prob-
bility at 16% quantum efficiency. Given a 4.2-dB
easured loss in Bob’s optical setup, 0.5-dB�km

osses in fiber at 1310 nm, an acceptable contribution
f detector dark counts to the bit error rate QBERdet
f, say, 4%, and mean photon number per pulse at
lice’s output of � 	 0.2, the APD that we have would
llow for an �20-km-long QKD link.
ig. 3. QKD setup: SM, single-mode; other abbreviations de-
ig. 4. Bob’s interferometer. All components are mounted on a
00 mm � 400 mm � 6 mm aluminum plate, and their fiber
igtails are affixed to the plate surface with pieces of adhesive tape.
verything is covered by custom-cut pieces of foam insulation �not
hown in the photo� and mounted inside a box. Alice’s interferom-
ter is similar.
1 August 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 22 � APPLIED OPTICS 4389
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With the APD that we have, the photon-counting
ate in the system at the longest possible link length
ould be no fewer than 5000 counts�s �at which rate
BERdet would closely approach 11%�. The 200

ounts required for a phase adjustment would be ac-
umulated in at most 40 ms. Given the fastest
hase drift rate measured, a drift of as much as 0.08°
an occur in this time. Thus, according to the crite-
ion given in the end of Section 3, the system is well
uited to software-only phase tracking. QBERopt ��

nd time spent on phase adjustment would not re-
uce the key generation rate much.
At the time of the phase-tracking experiment, our

ystem was not ready to demonstrate QKD �most
otably because of poor fringe visibility of �0.8,
hich has since been improved to 0.92, and because

f Alice’s faulty digital-to-analog converter card�.

ig. 5. Interference curves for the 0 �filled squares� and 1 �open
quares� time slots, plotted from data measured in a single run of
tage 1 phase adjustment. The 2 phase range was scanned in 16
teps, and on average 150 counts were collected in stage 1.

ig. 6. Voltage in Bob’s phase modulator, scaled to the equivalen
ith both stage 1 and stage 2 phase adjustment performed each ti

ollected in stage 1 is 150 and in stage 2 is 230. Vertical hops in t
ver 2� but do represent jumps in phase modulator voltage, beca
imited to just over 
V. If we neglected jumps in phase modulato
e no hops on them.
390 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 22 � 1 August 2004
owever, this has not affected the phase-tracking
lgorithm, which we have successfully tested.

. Results for Phase Tracking

n our tests, phase adjustment is performed every 3 s,
hich corresponds to a phase drift of as much as 6°
etween adjustments. The data are captured in the
rst-in–first-out memory in less than 40 ms, but pro-
essing them actually takes much longer than that,
ecause readout from the memory and other opera-
ions are slow owing to inefficient software �mostly
ritten in LabVIEW for the purposes of the experi-
ent�. To reduce readout time, we increased � to

.37, and we use no transmission line �i.e., Alice is
onnected directly to Bob�. This should not affect
est results for phase tracking, however.

In the first test run we performed both stage 1 and
tage 2 phase adjustment each time, using rough
hase compensation �0 from stage 1 as a starting point
or stage 2. Figure 5 shows typical data collected in
tage 1. Statistical noise at such a low average num-
er of counts yields wildly varying shapes, which are
ardly recognizable as interference curves at first
lance. If we collected many more counts in stage 1,
e would indeed see nice sine- and cosine-shaped

urves. However, even these noisy data allow reli-
ble determination of �0 with an accuracy of 20°–30°,
s Fig. 6, top, illustrates. �0 is then used as input to
tage 2. Results of stage 2 are shown in the lower
art of Fig. 6, which is less noisy and shows that stage
works well with these input data.
In fact, stage 1 is not important, and we treat it

ere in such detail only to study the whole problem
etter. In a properly working system, one can al-

se shift. A 1-h fragment of phase tracking data from a test run
Phase adjustment is run every 3 s; the average number of counts
ures do not represent any phase discontinuity �the phase is cyclic

we had to stay within the voltage range of our phase modulators
age and printed cylindrically shaped graphs for phase, there would
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ays take the phase compensation from the previous
hase adjustment and use it as input to stage 2.
his is what we did on the second test run, illustrated

n Fig. 7.
Judging from the width of the noise trace in Fig. 7,

ur goal of 10° or better phase accuracy most of the
ime is achieved. It is not possible to assess statis-
ical fluctuations quantitatively, because in this ex-
eriment we do not know the underlying phase drift
ith better accuracy. However, the smoother parts

f the curve suggest that the level of statistical fluc-
uations is close to what is expected in our phase-
racking algorithm. To quantify the error level
ccurately we would need to run a control phase mea-
urement in parallel, which our setup is not equipped
o do. It would be also possible to confirm the per-
ormance of phase tracking by the results of QKD if
BERopt �� made a major contribution to the total
BER �which is not the case with our setup: The

ontribution that is due to poor fringe visibility would
ominate, masking QBERopt ���.
Looking at the figures, one can easily note that

hase drift in our interferometer is not entirely
andom but occurs mostly at a slowly changing rate.
his may allow us to further reduce the number of
ounts required for phase adjustment, i.e., to do
etter than in Eq. �5�, because we could partly pre-
ict the phase by extrapolating recent tracking
ata.

. Conclusions

he phase-adjustment technique described in this
aper tracks phase drift in interferometers at the low
ight levels that are typical for single-photon appli-
ations. This gives the designer of a quantum cryp-
ography system new degrees of freedom. Using
hese results, one can accurately estimate require-
ents for successful phase tracking. In most cases

t is possible to construct interferometers without
eavy thermoisolation and without additional com-
onents such as a fast electrically controlled variable
ttenuator, at the cost of performing some program-
ing. In effect, expensive hardware measures are

eplaced by software.
We hope that this study will facilitate the develop-

ig. 7. Voltage of Bob’s phase modulator, scaled to the equivalen
ith only stage 2 of the phase adjustment performed each time.

o stage 2. Phase adjustment is run every 3 s, and the average n
ent of advanced and more-secure types of quantum
ryptosystems into commercial products.
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On choice of points for stage 2 of phase tracking algorithm

In the paper we wrote: “To get the best accuracy in a given counting time, we pro-

pose to count photons at the points on the interference curves where they have the

maximum slope-to-statistical-deviation ratio. To the first approximation, these points

are ϕ0+90° and ϕ0−90°.”  Let’s show that this assumption is correct.

The slope of the interference curves for the “0” and “1” detectors (assuming sym-

metrical curves for both detectors) depends on phase ϕ as

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ,ϕ−∝ϕ−=
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(7)

where e is a parameter that depends on the fringe visibility and detector dark count

level and shows how far the lowest ponts on the curve are from zero. The parameter e

is chosen to be equivalent to QBER in the case when imperfect fringe visibility and

detector dark counts are the only contributions to QBER (which is nearly always so in

the absence of eavesdropping). Let’s call e the base level. A typical QKD setup will

work at the values of e ranging from less than two percent (at short distances and with

good optical alignment) to around 10% at the distance limit.

The statistical deviations (in approximation of Gaussian distribution) depend on

phase as

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) .ee
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It can be shown that, if we have two channels carrying the same useful signal with

amplitudes S0 and S1 mixed with statistically independent Gaussian noise with root-

mean-square amplitudes D0 and D1 respectively, these two channels can be added

together with weights m/S0 and (1– m)/S1, where

1
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=m , (9)

in order to obtain a single channel with the best signal to noise ratio. Our two interfer-

ence curves present the same situation: they have the slope, which directly translates to

the amplitude of the useful error signal, and different statistical deviations (i.e. noise).

The effective slope-to-statistical-deviation ratio after summing as described above is
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Excerpt from [ V. Makarov, “Quantum cryptography and quantum cryptanalysis,”
dr.ing. thesis (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, 2007) ]:
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Fig. 8. Effective slope to statistical deviation ratio Seff/D as a function of ϕ (Eq. 10)
plotted for several values of base level e typical for quantum cryptography setups

(e = 0.01 (1%) to e = 0.1 (10%)) as well as for e = 0. Note that the Gaussian approxima-

tion assumed in the derivation may not hold near 0° and 180° for the e = 0 curve.

A: point used for all derivations in the above paper.

Let’s plot Seff/D as a function of ϕ for several values of the base level e (Fig. 8).

We see that for non-zero values of e, the best Seff/D is actually achieved at the chosen

±90° points, so the assumption in the paper is correct.
*

                                                     
*

 Only Seff/D peaks at ±90°. S0/D0 and S1/D1, i.e., the slope-to-statistical-deviation ratios for

individual interference curves (not plotted), peak at phase points less than ±90° off the mini-

mum of each interference curve; however, their values are always lower than the peak value of

Seff/D.
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Effect of non-zero QBER on required number of counts

In the paper, the assumption of Nmin = 0 was made when deriving Eqs. (3)–(6). In

fact, Nmin > 0, i.e. e = QBER > 0, leads to gentler slope of the interference curves, so

more counts need to be collected in stage 2 to achieve the same phase accuracy. Fig-

ure 8 can be used to estimate the difference. The point marked A corresponds to the

S/D ratio used in the paper. The actual S/D ratio depends on e and is in practice lower

(see where the curves cross the 90° vertical line). To obtain the actual number of

counts required, the right hand side of Eqs. (5) and (6) should be multiplied by the

factor of

22

QBER21

1

0   givena for  S/D

0  for  S/D
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e
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This factor can be as large as 1.56 for systems working around their distance limit (i.e.,

at QBER = 10%). This correction is sufficiently large and must be taken into account.

Using data discarded during sifting for phase tracking

One may notice that the key bits discarded by Alice and Bob on the sifting stage

(i.e. those bits detected by Bob in a basis incompatible with Alice) could be used for

phase tracking. Indeed, these Bob’s detections are at the ±90° points from the extrema

of the interference curves. Perhaps this is what Hughes and coworkers have meant in

Ref. 18. However, this would require Alice to divulge her bit values for these bits to

Bob (and to Eve) over the public channel. One should be very careful to see if such a

disclosure fits well with the general security proof. This remains an open question. If it

can’t be shown that the security proof holds in such a case, then the phase adjustment

must be performed separately from key generation.


